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Summary

1. The role of high-tech capital in driving productivity growth.

2. The role of public capital in driving private productivity growth.

3. Sectoral, regional and aggregation issues. Should Sydney pay for Brisbane’s roads?

4. Issues in measurement and possible ways forward.
Note: There are similar issues relating to high-tech and public capital, such as the following:

- Network externalities may mean that local high-tech investment has positive effects country wide, e.g. new computer system at the head office. Same with public capital; highway infrastructure would be expected to have positive spillover effects.

- Alternatively, high-tech investment and public infrastructure may have strictly local benefits ("point infrastructure").

May also be overlap; public wireless network for downtown Philadelphia.
How to Measure Aggregate Productivity?
Figure 1: Productivity Growth, ABS Data

[Diagram showing productivity growth index from 1970 to 2000 with data points and trend line.]
Figure 2: Productivity Growth, Diewert-Lawrence Data
Table 1: Total Factor Productivity Growth, ABS versus DL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ABS</th>
<th></th>
<th>DL</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>s.d.</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>s.d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1966-2004</td>
<td>1.012</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>1.015</td>
<td>0.028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1966-1985</td>
<td>1.013</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>1.017</td>
<td>0.035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986-2004</td>
<td>1.011</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>1.013</td>
<td>0.018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NB: A mean value greater than one implies positive TFP growth, while a value less than one implies negative TFP growth. The mean value less one times a hundred gives the average percentage growth in TFP. “s.d.” denotes standard deviation. ABS refers to the official productivity growth series reported by the Australian Bureau of Statistics, while DL refers to productivity growth from the Diewert and Lawrence (2005) database for Australia.
High-tech Capital and Productivity Growth

1. Much interest due to the “Solow productivity paradox”.

2. Recent productivity surge in U.S. often attributed to high-tech capital investment.

3. U.S. is a producer of high-tech capital — productivity from production or use of high-tech capital?

4. Daveri (2002): “It looks as though the celebrated ‘Solow paradox...has fled the USA and come to Europe.”
Some Australian Evidence High-tech Capital

Connolly and Fox (Economic Inquiry, 2006):

1. 11 sectors, including aggregate ‘Market Sector,’ 1965/66-2001/02.

2. There is some evidence of a relationship between productivity and high-tech capital use at the Market Sector level of aggregation.

3. At the individual industry level, benefits of high-tech capital not evenly spread across the economy. Positive relationship for:
• Wholesale and Retail Trade
• Finance and Insurance
• Accommodation Cafés and Restaurants
• Agriculture

4. For Electricity, Gas and Water, some evidence of a negative relationship.

5. Somewhat surprising results. Positive relationships found in service industries where output measurement is generally thought to be problematic.
Some Possible Future Research Directions


2. Explicitly model the Internet and e-commerce.

3. Policy implications if benefits of high-tech capital not spread evenly across the economy.
Public Capital and Private Productivity

1. Aschauer (1989): Relatively slower growth in public capital accumulation in 1970s and 1980s was largely responsible for the private sector productivity slowdown.

2. Wide range of estimates of output elasticities of public capital in the literature.

3. Aggregate production function and cost function specifications common.
4. Evidence suggests very high estimates of the elasticity of private output with respect to public capital, 0.35 to 0.45. (Aschauer, 1989; Munnell, 1990; Otto and Voss, 1994).

5. Spurious regression, endogeneity and causality issues examined in considerable detail.

6. Estimates using more sophisticated analysis of time series data typically half these estimates. Wide range of estimates in the literature, some not so sensible (Berndt and Hansson, 1991; Swedish data). Often constrained by lack of data.
7. Otto and Voss (1996): “While it is possible to imagine circumstances where public infrastructure induces economic growth in the private sector, it is also clear that existing empirical studies do not shed much light on the likelihood of such outcomes.”

8. Otto and Voss (1998): Declining growth in public capital in Australia can be explained by the rising price of public investment goods relative to private investment goods; may reflect higher quality specifications.

10. Aggregate empirical results suggest much higher return to public capital than suggested by cost-benefit analysis of individual projects — externalities or aggregation effects?

2. Haughwout (1998): “[I]t is important to distinguish investments in public goods which add to the productive capacity of the nation as a whole from those that simply provide advantages to some places over others.”

4. Because the aggregate production function approach is a partial equilibrium approach and ignores local price effects, it “cannot identify the productivity of public goods” and “national policymakers must avoid using its results in the formation of national investment policies.” (Haughwout, 1998)
5. “[T]he public investment decisions we observe are the result of local political processes, and may not be designed to maximize private sector economic returns.” (Haughwout, 2002)
Aggregation

1. Divergence of results using aggregate (public and high-tech capital) and regional data (public capital) may be due to aggregation effects.

2. Returns to scale aggregation (Basu and Fernald, 1997; Diewert and Fox, 2004).

3. Simple cost-benefit analysis for public capital can yield quite different results depending on the level of aggregation.
Further Issues

1. High-tech capital investment may generate consumption services, e.g. internet browsing at work!

2. Public sector capital is not only an input into private sector production. Produces consumption services, e.g. roads, hospitals, schools. May be more important as input into development of human capital.

3. Thus, not all public capital is equal. Same for high-tech capital. Policy choices.
4. “Because residents vote and firms do not, it is perhaps unsurprising to
discover that the marginal public investment dollar provides larger benefits
to households than to firms.” (Haughwout, 2002)

5. Little guidance on the optimal levels of public sector and high-tech capital.
Most studies use static partial equilibrium framework. Mixed evidence.

6. “[R]ecent disaggregated studies suggest that the structure of the government
budget has much more impact on growth outcomes than does the size of the
budget.” (Grimes, 2003)

7. Efficiency of use of public and high-tech capital affects service flows.
Finally, an Aggregation “Paradox”

1. Two countries $A$ and $B$.

2. Sectors 1 and 2 in each country. These sectors produce the same goods in each country.

3. Input growth same in both sectors in both countries $\Rightarrow$ TFP growth determined by output growth.

4. $Y_j^t =$ real value added in sector $j$ for period $t$, $t = 0, 1$. 
Consider:
\[
\frac{Y^1_{A_1}}{Y^0_{A_1}} > \frac{Y^1_{B_1}}{Y^0_{B_1}},
\]
and
\[
\frac{Y^1_{A_2}}{Y^0_{A_2}} > \frac{Y^1_{B_2}}{Y^0_{B_2}}.
\]

**PARADOX** Although $A$ has higher productivity growth in both sectors, it can have lower aggregate productivity growth than $B$. That is, the following is possible:
\[
\frac{Y^1_{A_1} + Y^1_{A_2}}{Y^0_{A_1} + Y^0_{A_2}} < \frac{Y^1_{B_1} + Y^1_{B_2}}{Y^0_{B_1} + Y^0_{B_2}}.
\]
How is this possible?

$$\frac{Y^1_{A1} + Y^1_{A2}}{Y^0_{A1} + Y^0_{A2}} = \theta^0_{A1} \cdot \frac{Y^1_{A1}}{Y^0_{A1}} + \theta^0_{A2} \cdot \frac{Y^1_{A2}}{Y^0_{A2}},$$

where $\theta^0_{A_j} = Y^0_{A_j} / (Y^0_{A1} + Y^0_{A2}), \ j = 1, 2.$

Sector shares play a role in determining aggregate productivity.

Useful to keep in mind when making international comparisons. Strong productivity growth in one industry (e.g. mining) may give a misleading picture of relative performance more broadly defined.
Conclusions

1. Difficult to know how much high-tech and public capital is “enough”. Depends on purpose, consumption attributes and impacts on prices.

2. Underinvestment can be just as undesirable as overinvestment.

3. Evidence does not provide comprehensive cost-benefit analysis: social user cost versus social user benefit (Morrison and Schwartz, 1996).
4. Location matters of both types of capital matters, but little empirical evidence.

5. Quality matters, but difficult to measure.

6. Efficiency matters, but difficult to measure.

7. Disaggregate level of analysis seems preferable.
Some areas where progress seems possible:

1. Disaggregation of high-tech and public capital into components to allow investigation of productivity impacts. Some (e.g. schools) would be expected to have long-run impacts, some (e.g. roads) more immediate impacts.

2. Regional disaggregation:
   - Point versus network effects — some capital impacts on broader regions than others (roads and telecommunications infrastructure versus water works and PCs). (Boisso, Grosskopf and Hayes, 2000)
• Positive impacts on one region could lead to negative impacts on other regions. Opportunity costs of each investment option.

• Private-sector (and household) resource re-allocation caused by private and public infrastructure choices.
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